Fitch Upgrades New Orleans (LA)'s Drainage Tax Bonds; Outlook Stable
Fitch Ratings-New York-04 November 2016: Fitch Ratings has upgraded the rating on the following City of New Orleans, Louisiana (the city) obligations to 'A+' from 'A-':
--$12.75 million drainage system refunding bonds, series 2014.
In addition, Fitch has affirmed the following ratings of the city:
-- $520.0 million in general obligations (GO) and public improvement bonds of the city and the Board of Liquidation, City Debt at 'A+';
--$176.2 million limited tax refunding bonds, series 2012 at 'A+';
--$19.5 million Audubon Commission aquarium tax bonds, series 2011A-1 at 'A+'; and
--the city's Issuer Default Rating (IDR) at 'A+'.
The Rating Outlook is Stable.
SECURITY
The drainage system bonds are payable from a limited ad valorem tax (such rate subject to adjustment periodically due to reassessment) upon all taxable property in the
City of New Orleans.
The GO and public improvement bonds are payable from an unlimited ad valorem tax levied against all taxable property in the city. The limited tax and aquarium tax
bonds are special obligations of the city, payable from limited ad valorem taxes that are subject to rate adjustment from time to time due to reassessment.
KEY RATING DRIVERS
The upgrade to 'A+' from 'A-' for the city's drainage system limited tax bonds reflects application of Fitch's revised criteria for U.S. state and local governments, which was
released on April 18, 2016. The revised criteria generally make no distinction between unlimited and limited tax bonds. New Orleans' unlimited tax bonds and Issuer
Default Rating (IDR) currently are rated 'A+'/Stable Outlook. (See 'Fitch Rates $120MM New Orleans, LA Bonds 'A+'; Upgrades Outstanding', dated Sept. 12, 2016 at
www.fitchratings.com.)
The 'A+' rating incorporates sound revenue growth prospects and a manageable liability burden, as well as adequate expenditure flexibility and a less than robust
operating cushion. The city's economy continues to perform well, as evidenced by recent gains in economically sensitive revenues. Management settled a long-running
pay dispute with firefighters, although other public safety and pension challenges remain. Reserves are now at satisfactory levels.
Economic Resource Base
New Orleans' status as a major tourism destination, along with its significant commercial presence, supports Fitch's projection of solid growth prospects as the city
continues its recovery from Hurricane Katrina in 2005. The local economy continues to diversify from a historical reliance on shipping and energy with gains in healthcare
and technology. The population is estimated at about 390,000, roughly 85% of the pre-Katrina total.
Revenue Framework: 'aa' factor assessment
New Orleans' 10-year revenue history has trailed U.S. GDP but exceeded inflation, and Fitch anticipates a similar if not stronger performance going forward as the
economy expands. The city's ability to increase revenues through fees and charges is balanced against an inability to increase property or sales tax rates without voter
approval.
Expenditure Framework: 'a' factor assessment
Spending increases should generally track revenue growth. A recent settlement with firefighters over back pay establishes a certain repayment schedule, although other
pressures continue. Carrying costs (debt and employee benefits) are moderately high, but Fitch considers overall expenditure flexibility adequate.
Long-Term Liability Burden: 'aa' factor assessment
The combination of debt and employee benefits is moderate at about 15% of total personal income. This level is not expected to shift materially, as the city's debt plans
appear manageable over the near term. However, pension contributions likely will increase given current net pension liabilities.
Operating Performance: 'a' factor assessment
New Orleans has rebuilt operating reserves, but the combination of public safety and pension spending pressures restrict spending flexibility; limited revenue raising ability
further constrains the overall financial resiliency assessment.
RATING SENSITIVITIES
Reversal of Recent Gains: A material deterioration in recently bolstered financial flexibility, through some combination of additional spending pressures and economic
weakness, likely would pressure the current rating.
Improved Financial Resilience: Given the inherent volatility of much of the city's operating revenues, an increase in operating reserves would help mitigate this risk and
bolster financial resilience, improving chances for further positive rating action.
CREDIT PROFILE
While still a tourism-based economy, New Orleans has diversified since Hurricane Katrina in 2005 - most notably in healthcare. The new University Medical
Center/Veterans Administration Hospital is a combined $1.9 billion complex expected to employ 20,000 ultimately. Tourism continues its post-Katrina rebound, with a 2015
visitor count of 9.8 million (up 2.7% from 2014) and visitor spending at a record
$7 billion. Airport traffic and cruise bookings also were at record levels in 2015. The Port of New Orleans reported a record period of container shippings earlier in 2016.
Revenue Framework
Sales and property taxes are the two largest components of the general fund revenue total, and combined were roughly one-half of the $639 million operating revenue
total in 2015. The 10-year revenue history of 2.5% annual gains through 2014 trailed U.S. GDP over the same period, but recent larger gains reflect some acceleration in
the city's post-Katrina recovery. The city's large tourism sector generates significant exposure to economic cycles.
The city's revenue prospects are solid. Management anticipates some moderation from recently strong growth rates, as several new large retail projects are now included
in annual totals.
The city's ability to independently increase revenues is limited, as any increase in property tax millage or sales tax rate must be approved by voters. However, Fitch

believes that the other locally controlled operating revenues (e.g. fees, charges) that are the only avenues to independently raise revenues provide satisfactory flexibility in
this area.
Expenditure Framework
As with most U.S. cities, public safety is the largest general fund expenditure category (40% of 2015 outlays), and ongoing spending associated with a police consent
decree and parish prison operations will keep overall spending pressures elevated. Parish prison operating expenses were budgeted for $52 million in 2016, just below
10% of general fund spending and up from $35 million budgeted in 2015.
Spending levels over the near to intermediate term generally should track or marginally exceed an expected solid pace of revenue growth.
The city retains adequate flexibility regarding main expenditure items, although civil service commission rules govern certain workforce-related adjustments (e.g. layoff
procedures). Carrying costs (combined debt and retiree benefit outlays) in fiscal 2015 were moderately high at 22.7% of governmental spending, and expected increases
to pension contributions likely will move carrying costs higher in coming years.
Long-Term Liability Burden
The city issues both unlimited tax debt (through both the city and the Board of Liquidation) and limited tax debt, for general infrastructure purposes. The city issued the
series 2014 drainage system refunding bonds on behalf of the New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board, which maintains the city's drainage system. The amortization
pace of the city's tax-supported debt is average at roughly 55% in 10 years.
The city provides pension benefits through three major pension plans, one of which it administers as a single-employer program. The other two are a state police pension
plan and a state firefighter pension plan, the benefits and contributions for which are set by the state legislature. The combined debt and net pension liability for the city
represents a moderate 14.8% of total personal income; combined pension assets to liabilities are relatively low at 45%, suggesting future contribution increases are likely,
but Fitch expects the overall liability burden to remain in the moderate range. Other post-employment benefits total $191.7 million or 1.4% of personal income.
Operating Performance
The city's relatively modest (albeit improved) reserves, along with a somewhat constrained expenditure flexibility profile, provide only adequate gap-closing ability in the
event of a moderate economic decline. The spending pressures, along with a comparatively volatile revenue stream, likely would result in a modest erosion of reserve
levels during a downturn.
The city's record during the current economic recovery -- boosting reserves and increasing pension contributions-- indicates a commitment by the current administration to
bolster the city's financial profile during periods of expansion when economically sensitive revenues are increasing. Fitch's expectation is that any deferral of required
spending in the future would be minimal during growth periods.
As planned, 2016 operating results will include a drawdown in reserves that is driven primarily by a payment associated with a recent firefighter settlement regarding back
pay. Of the projected $16.5 million use of fund balance, $15 million is the settlement payment. This decline would push reserves down to around 9% of spending.
Economically sensitive revenue growth continues at a solid pace, with sales taxes projected to climb more than 3% from 2015 to $180 million.
The Sewerage and Water Board operates and maintains the city's drainage system. Operations are supported by three millages that combined total 16.43 mills; the rates
can be adjusted periodically based on reassessment. The series 2014 drainage system bonds have first claim on a tax levy originally authorized at 9 mills, with residual
collections available for other drainage purposes. Of the two other levies the 3 mill tax expires at the end of 2016 and the 6 mill tax expires in 2027.
The system features 22 pumping stations, and the overall pumping capacity is more than 29 billion gallons per day. The drainage network includes approximately 90 miles
of open canals and 90 miles of subsurface canals.
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